Motorola Bends to our Boycott
What Moto's Sale of their Israeli Government Electronics
Department means for Hang Up On Motorola

Hang up on Motorola!

Bomb Fuzes for Sale
On April 1, 2009, Motorola Israel, Ltd. (a
wholly owned subsidiary of Motorola)
announced that it was selling its
Government Electronics Department (GED,
which provides bomb fuzes to the Israeli
military) to Aeronautics Defense Systems
for $20 Million. While this sale gives the
appearance that Motorola is withdrawing
from the weapons business, it's really just a
streamlining of Motorola's business with
Israel's occupation and apartheid regime.
The announcement of this sale comes
close on the heels of Human Rights Watch
reporting that shrapnel with Motorola serial
numbers was found at a police training
academy – a civilian site under international
law – bombed during “Operation Cast Lead”
and a global day of action for boycott &
divestment in solidarity with the Palestinian
people. This day of action saw protests
against Motorola across the U.S.

The picture above shows Jawazat police academy
in Gaza, after being bombed by the Israeli air force.

We believe that public outrage over Israel's
behavior during “Operation Cast Lead” and
our public pressure campaigns were
motivating factors in this sale. Now that
Motorola no longer makes bomb fuzes, our
campaign's first demand has been met!

Moto + Aeronautics
Motorola and Aeronautics Defense Systems
have had a close relationship for years –
including a shared contract to develop the
“stronghold” surveillance system for use by
the Israeli military and at settlements. The
purchase of the GED by Aeronautics is
simply another step in strengthening this
relationship.
Aeronautics' main business is building
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs or drones) –
the same UAVs that drop the bombs that
contain fuzes from Motorola's GED.
Motorola and Aeronautics are already
collaborating outside of the GED. Motorola
microprocessors are used in the human
interface for Aeronautics' drones and
Motorola and Aeronautics both seem to be
involved in the planned launch of an Israeli
military communications satellite in 2010.
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Demand Accountability
for Israeli Apartheid
Problem Products
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Mountain Rose
Communications System
Motorola custom designed this
communications system for the Israeli military.
This deal has netted Moto $100 million and
has allowed the Israeli military to coordinate
incursions and assaults, including the recent
“Operation Cast Lead” in the Gaza Strip.
Mountain Rose also supports Israel’s regime
of more than 600 checkpoints in the Occupied
Palestinian Territories (OPT).

Surveillance Systems
Motorola’s “Wide Area Surveillance System”
(WASS) and “Stronghold Surveillance
System” are employed by the Israeli
occupation and settlement industries. These
surveillance systems “protect” Israel’s illegal
Jewish-only settlements and the 490 mile
concrete and razor-wire apartheid wall that the
International Court of Justice has ruled illegal.
The apartheid wall and settlements confiscate
Palestinian homes and agricultural land. The
wall further divides families and
neighborhoods and impedes Palestinians from
traveling for educational, personal, medical or
occupational purposes.

Microprocessors for UAVs
Motorola sells their microprocessors to
Aeronautics Defense Systems for use in
UAVs for the Israeli military. The Israeli
military uses these UAVs both to compliment
Motorola surveillance and communications
systems and to drop bombs, as recently
happened in the war on the Gaza Strip.

Services that
Normalize Apartheid
Motorola Israel and its subsidiary, MIRS
communications, have several contracts and
product lines that support Jewish-only Israeli
settlements and normalize Israel’s apartheid
practices. These products and services
include IT support at settlements, mobile
phones & service plans exclusively for Israeli
settlers, and mobile phone transmission
towers in the OPT.

The Solution?
Motorola's past sins against human rights have
been addressed with public pressure. Boycott
& divestment campaigns succeeded in getting
Moto to sever relations with South Africa's
apartheid regime and Burma's military junta.
The US Campaign is leading a boycott
campaign targeting Moto until they act for
human rights in Israel/Palestine. Join the
thousands of Americans working to hold
Motorola accountable for the damage that their
products have caused in Israel/Palestine; find
more resources and sign up to join the
campaign at:

http://tinyurl.com/HangUpOnMoto
Photo shows a section of the apartheid wall which
incorporates Motorola surveillance products
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